MARIE-LOUISE CERVANTES

About the artist
Marie-Louise Cervantes lives and works in Marseille. She is a painter specialised in Sacred resonance
paintings made through channelling (spiritual guidance). These paintings bring universal energies
that are expressed in and act through the paintings. We hereby present a selection.
Always through channelling, she creates on order the "Soul paintings", which are the mirror of a
person's essence, the "Soul paintings of your home", for the stabilization and protection of your living
place, as well as custom logos that help you access your full potential in your professional life.
She also holds intuitive painting workshops.

Exhibitions

Painting School AIL, Marseille, since 2010
Jan. 2010 to Jan. 2014, "Salon en Provence"
Oct. 2010 to Jan. 2015, " L'initié ", Aix en Provence
Oct. 2011, " Santa Cruz ", Marseille
Jan. 2013 to Jan. 2014, " Joie de vivre ", Avignon
Since Jan. 2013, permanent exhibition, " Villa Isis", Avignon
Since Sept. 2013, permanent exhibition, Bookshop " Les Cents Ciels ", Paris
Jan. 2014, " Cultura ", Marseille
Feb. 2014, " l'Art dans tous ses états ", Marseille Town Hall
June 2014, " Palais des congrès", Aubagne
Oct. 2014, " L'univers d'Ester ", Paris
Nov. 2014, Salon " Mains de femmes", Toulon
Jan.- March 2015 ", Les Plumes de Paon ", Avignon
Feb. 2015, " L'Art dans tous ses états ", Marseille Town Hall
April 2015, " Ecole du Carton ", La Villette, Paris
April 2015 to this day, " Gulliver ", Villemomble
May 2015, " Salle Blanche ", Marseille
July 2015, " L'atelier ", Paris

Sacred Science
Acrylic on canvas
N°114
150 x 50 cm (59" x 20")
Energy of Mary Magdalene.
It was through entering the depths of my heart that I received the graces of the Father.
I invite you to join me and sanctify each day and space of your divine reliance. I am the Grail of your
transmutation, like seeded nuggets that bring the birth of the sacred feminine in you and on this
Earth. I will teach you what I received over the course of your openness on your path of revelations.

Code Maya
Acrylic on canvas
N°71
100 x 100 cm (39.3" x 39.3")

Child king of the Sun. To connect to the bowels of the great Central Sun. Maya encodings of
awakening of one's divinity. Direct link to the divine. Allows the reception and transmission of
heavenly messages. Rediscover the sacred inner dialogue.
To recover one's powers of materialization, intimate guidance of the subtle planes of Light.

Samsara
Acrylic on canvas
N°96
100 x 100 cm (39.3" x 39.3")

Wheel of incarnations and reincarnations with passages in materiality, then in the subtle. Movement
in change and sustainability simultaneously. Presence of animals that marked the Earth, that were
incarnated and which no longer are, but have left their footprints. Blue of the planet. Approach of
mythology with winged horses.
Impregnation of the earth and beyond with all the symbols that allowed the construction of the
earth.
Double sided beings, masculine / feminine, giant dragons.
All that constituted the Earth in its symbolism, its strength, its power.
The energy of Noah with lots of animals around on this earth and in this land.
To be an actor in a motion for a change in sustainability.

Code Light Resolution
Acrylic on canvas
N°100
100 x 100 cm (39.3" x 39.3")

I will help free you from karmic bonds of attachment.
You integrate in your process your deep cellular release and you allow that your lineage be cleaned.
Open the doors of your memory systems and move forward lightened.
Let me enter your greater depths and come reseed your life of light that awaits you.

Adjustment
Acrylic on canvas
N°83
40 x 40 cm
(15.7" x 15.7")

I am the wave of impulses that readjusts when your steps have gone astray.
My whirlwind carries everything that must be cleaned and propels you forward in a movement of
acceleration and elevation.
You are transported into a new and lighter current of life, with the energy of momentum, guided,
protected.

Divine Dance / Dance of Life
Acrylic on canvas
N°92
35 x 24 cm
(14" x 9.5")

Wherever movement takes you, I am. Swirl of joy and elevation, you join me when your body agrees
to swirl and delight at the pace that punctuates life in you. And you carry me in your rounds, in your
liberated and happy body. In this space of expression of your whole being, time has become dance
and you are fully here and now. Steps of dance and self-surpassing, steps that bring you a bit further
within your heart. You dance the beauty of the world.

Rose of Creation
Acrylic on canvas
N°98
100 x 100 cm (39.3" x 39.3")

Energy of Ganesh and the elephant people.
Power of love.
Grail of love.
Alchemisation through Ganesh' frequencies of love. To deposit oneself in my centre and swim in an
ocean of love transmuting injuries and suffering. To taste life again, to inspire and activate it within
oneself.

Cosmic Wheel of Creation
Acrylic on canvas
N°38
100 x 100 cm (39.3" x 39.3")

Implantation of light codes of life and awakening.
Activator of alignment of buried sacred process.
Allows the implementation of the dormant potentials that participate in the global evolution of
humanity.

Pedestal
Acrylic on canvas
N°40
100 x 100 cm (39.3" x 39.3")

Positioning on one's axis.
Magic circles of alliances.
Activates the sacred centres of unification and deployment.
Access key to the secret formulas of the fairy worlds of resonance and vibration.

Spheres of Knowledge
Acrylic on canvas
N°67
90 x 145 cm
(35.4" x 57")

When the light reveals the night.
Lightning of the subtle worlds.
To go search within your heart for the voice of revealed knowledge, and to allow yourself to open up
to yourself.
To lift the veils of illusion beyond a narrow view, liberation through the teachings of the people of
unified light.
Vibration of elevation of high frequencies.

Territories of the Centre
Acrylic on canvas
N°97
100 x 100 cm (39.3" x 39.3")

Energy of the elephant people.
And of the Earth, the power and wisdom of the giant guardians of the memory of humanity send us
strength and courage to move forward step by step with trust.
Essence of matter, creation of worlds where everything coexists alongside and, over the awakening of
dormant consciences, the spaces of joy and wonder reveal themselves. I am in your centre and I am
your centre in your fertilizing and fertilized belly.
I am the life that spreads within the crossing of universal colours. I open up to you in my revealed
splendour that speaks to your splendour in a mirror effect.

Translation
Acrylic on canvas
N°37
100 x 100 cm (39.3" x 39.3")

Travel-passages in the multiverse.
Base-planet of reception and encounters.
Landings-take-offs.
Exchange of codes of ancestral knowledge.

Blooming
Acrylic on canvas
N°35
100 x 100 cm (39.3" x 39.3")

To let yourself emerge in your radiation of light.
To allow the blooming of your divine being.
To reach the heart of the layers of transformation.
To go through the airlocks of despoilment and access accomplishment.

Rays of Love
Acrylic on canvas
N°87
80 x 80 cm
(31.4" x 31.4")

I am your star gate of radiations of love.
You can trigger the activation of access doors to bigger and bigger depths in the chamber of your
heart.
My Light fragments reveal your depths waiting to lighten up at higher frequencies.
I give access to unopened channels, to the reception of the resonance ray of love and elevation of
consciousness.

Ancestry
Acrylic on canvas
N°110
35 x 27,5 cm (13.7" x 10.8")

There is a little part of me in you that flows from your forefathers on this Earth where I was born, and
which watches over the awakening of your humanity.
I am this memory-wisdom that vibrates in your womb and continues through all the timeless times.
Appeal to the mothers and fathers of ancient times who have received knowledge and experiences,
and open up to their teachings and benevolence.

Wezak
Acrylic on canvas
N°115
120 x 40 cm
(47.2" x 15.7")

Aligned combination of Christlike, Buddhist and Marian energies.
This is where the elevation is unified.
Circles of subtle graces where energies frequencies are distributed in an alliance that reformulates a
Being in its primordial essence.
You can welcome this new cellular layout in the heart of your atomic nucleus, and adorn yourself
with these new frequencies of expression and love.

Multitude
Acrylic on canvas
N°101
100 x 100 cm (39.3" x 39.3")

Weaving and interbreeding.
Memory trace of humanity. Benevolent angelic glances.
Life melting pot.
Birth of a world.
Help to refocus on your original frequencies and to recognize the many facets of your composition.
Reveal the various features of your Being and retrieve the gifts and teachings of life.
Historical encyclopaedia frame.
Access to the subtle memories which the soul needs in its current stage of evolution.

Core of Emerald
Acrylic on canvas
N°95
100 x 30 cm (39.3" x 11.8")

Primitive life essence of the original forest.
Plunging in my womb, you get back your strength, vigour and a new breath aware that everything is
unified in all.
Everything is prosperous and interlacing of atoms of life creating in you the alchemy of gold.

Celebration of Life
Acrylic on canvas
N°116
40 x 40 cm
(15.7" x 15.7")

Under the CELESTIAL DOME, the world welcomes the sacred life. And men are blessed by the eternal
and all are invited to the banquet of life. Blessings on the household and the holy family. Unification
of hearts around the divine work materialized. The circle that opens the possible. The Presence that
reveals itself under the eyes of those who see. Together around, together in front and at the foot of
the Sublime.
The energy that multiplies when a union is done to welcome the sacred.

Elements of Assembling
Acrylic on canvas
N°117
40 x 40 cm (15.7" x 15.7")

Fusion-Effusion-Construction.
All fragments of Beings are invited to the ball of plural colours.
Airlock of creation where the artists of life come to lay their cellular code of engrams to participate in
the begetting.
Everyone comes to deposit its offerings of grace and to greet the blooming of the new.
It is the feast of life celebrated.

